Theatre Bay Area General Auditions FAQ (for actors)
What are the General Auditions?
The General Auditions (also referred to as the “TBAs”) are an annual event where
member performers can be seen by 150-200 auditors representing 80-90 theatre
companies of all sizes, as well as independent directors and casting directors.
When are the 2019 Theatre Bay Area General Auditions?
The 2019 General Auditions are scheduled for February 9, 10 and 11, 2019. Non-Equity
actors will be seen at scheduled times between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday. Actors under 18 will only be seen in the morning on Sunday. Equity actors will
be seen at scheduled times between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on Monday.
Who can participate in the General Auditions?
Equity actors who retain their Equity membership through February 28, 2019, are
automatically eligible for a slot on a first come, first served basis. Equity Actors must
include proof of their Equity membership (or proof of payment) with their
application. EMC does not count as Equity membership.
Non-Equity actors who are members of Theatre Bay Area can submit an application for a
chance to participate in a weighted lottery through which participants are selected. NonEquity applicants must meet the following criteria:
1. Maintain Theatre Bay Area full-year individual membership** through February 28,
2019
** monthly members are only eligible to apply for the lottery if they have been a
member for 12 consecutive months and maintain that membership through at least
2/11/19. Please contact us if you would like to upgrade your membership.
** Also, if you have not been chosen from the lottery twice in a row. You are
guaranteed a spot in this year’s generals.
***NEW THIS YEAR: We no longer require 6 non-educational productions or one-year
of training in efforts to open up the pool of applications***

What if I am a non-Equity actor not currently a member of Theatre Bay Area?
You must be a full-year, individual member of Theatre Bay Area (excludes two-week
free trial and monthly members, except as articulated above) by December 18, 2018 and
your membership must be good through at least February 28, 2019, in order for your
application to be processed. Please note: Due to the number of applications that we
receive, Theatre Bay Area membership does not guarantee participation in the
Generals. We will not refund memberships of individuals who do not receive an
appointment.

What if I am just about to join Equity?
If you join Actors’ Equity after the General Auditions application deadline (December
18, 2018) but before the dates of the Generals we will move you to the Equity day, space
allowing. Please contact bryan@theatrebayarea.org.
How do I apply?
You can apply for the 2019 Theatre Bay Area General Auditions by completing the
online application at http://www.theatrebayarea.org/?page=GeneralAuditions. You will
need to upload your resume, headshot and proof of equity membership (if
applicable) in the application in one setting (you will not be able to edit your application
once submitted). Please be prepared with a pdf or Word version of your resume and a
jpeg or pdf version of your headshot.
What if I am unable complete the online application?
If you have trouble completing the online application, please first contact us at 415-4301140 x*16 or bryan@theatrebayarea.org.
When is the application due?
Applications must be received by 5 p.m., December 18, 2018. All applicants will receive
results of the lottery via email by January 17, 2019. No late non-Equity applications
can be accepted. This rule is strictly enforced!
How are the participants selected?
An independent panel of representatives from the theatre community holds a weighted
lottery on all eligible applicants. Equity applicants with proof of Equity membership are
guaranteed a slot. Automatic slots are also given to participants in the ATLAS
program and anyone who has applied for the lottery two years in a row without being
selected. Details about ATLAS are available below or on our
website here: https://www.theatrebayarea.org/page/Atlas.
What does “weighted lottery” mean?
There are many more applicants than we have room to schedule. Rather than
simply “drawing applications out of a hat,” we have worked with Bay Area theatres to
identify their general casting needs and have based our sorting process to reflect these
needs. We aim for a group of actors that is inclusive and diverse in terms of experience,
age, ethnicity and new arrivals in the Bay Area.
How many applications does Theatre Bay Area receive?
Last year there were almost 500 applications for approximately 340 slots.
What if I missed the deadline?
No late non-Equity applications can be accepted. This rule is strictly enforced! As you
can see above, non-Equity applications go through a rigorous process and once the panel
has met, there is no way to recreate that process. The screening committee fills the
participation slots and the waiting list from the many applications we receive. (Please
note: Equity actors should contact Theatre Bay Area for an overview of their options.)

What can non-equity actors do to maximize their chances of getting a slot?
While we do not require that you generate a resume specifically for your General
Audition application, it is imperative that your resume is an accurate representation of
your work as a performer.
 It is suggested that you use a four column format for your production history:
show, role, director and producer. Please be aware that the producer credit is
generally the producing company or in some cases an individual. It is not necessarily
the venue in which you performed. Some specifics:
o If you say Lucie Stern in this column it could mean TheatreWorks, Palo
Alto Players, or any of a number of companies that use that venue, some of
which may not count toward eligibility.
o ACT Studio should be credited as such and not ACT.
How do I hear whether or not I have been given a slot?
All applicants will receive notification by email (or “snail mail” when
necessary) whether or not they receive a slot. These notices will go out by January 17,
2019. Applicants who receive slots are encouraged to read their notice very carefully for
special instructions regarding location, arrival time, confirmation of their slot and
materials to bring. A certain number of applicants will be put on a waiting list, our way of
ensuring no slot goes unused due to cancellations. Please note that time slots are
randomly assigned. We do not accept requests to change times once assigned.
Participants in the Generals will be invited to a chat/email group where they can
request to switch slots with another participant (limitations apply).
What if I am on the waiting list?
Waiting list applicants will receive all pertinent information with their notice and will be
notified as soon as possible if a slot opens up for them, usually by phone. Waiting list
applicants are encouraged to plan as if they have a slot and to be prepared. While we
attempt to give as much notice as possible, we might not be able to give you more than
48 hours’ notice.
If I’m given a slot, how much time do I have?
All non-equity auditions are two minutes (AEA auditions are three minutes), starting
after you complete the introduction of your piece(s). This time is yours to fill as you see
fit. It is customary to prepare two contrasting monologues or one monologue and one
song, but feel free to fill the time in a way that you think best showcases your skills and
maximizes your hiring potential.
Why do we get “only” two minutes?
Actors often feel that they can’t showcase their talents in two minutes and that it is
difficult to find contrasting pieces to fit in the time frame. Remember the goal of these
auditions is to get a callback. It is extremely rare for anyone to get a role
from only the General Audition. The General Auditions are the equivalent of a “casting
handshake.” Give the directors a taste of what you can do and leave them wanting
more. Two (or three) minutes are more than enough time to accomplish these goals. In

fact, you might want to consider using even less than your allotted time: perhaps two 45second pieces.
Does Theatre Bay Area offer any assistance in preparing for the Generals?
Theatre Bay Area does offer assistance for your General Audition preparation.
January 29 or 30, 2019
General Auditions Dress Rehearsal
Itinerary and details to come soon!

If I do not get a slot, can I “drop in” at the auditions?
Non-Equity actors must have a confirmed slot to be seen at the auditions. Equity actors
can drop in and will be seen if there are no-shows or cancellations, as time allows.
What is the ATLAS program?
ATLAS is a program to encourage actors to develop the business side of the careers by
providing 17 hours of training in identifying specific and personal goals for success and
writing an actor’s career map (read: business plan) to meet these goals. The actors
who are accepted into the program will get automatic slots in the 2019 General Auditions
as well as feedback on their auditions that will help inform their map. Check out the
ATLAS page of the Theatre Bay
Area website (https://www.theatrebayarea.org/page/Atlas) for more information on the
program. ATLAS has a fee of $300, which can be paid in up to 3 installments.
What if I have more questions?
Please contact Bryan Munar, Programs Coordinator: Members Services, at (415) 4301140 x*16 or bryan@theatrebayarea.org with additional questions.

